Actionable Knowledge Discovery approaches to extract the business and technical significant actions/patterns to support direct decision making. These actions suggest how to transform an object from an undesirable status to a desirable status by incurring less cost and high profit. This article aims to propose a work that generates actionable patterns efficiently. It reduces the search space and number of iterations for attribute value change during action generation. Performance of the proposed method is compared with Yang's method and OF-CEAMA on the basis of four parameters i.e. the total number of rules required for action generation, run time of the methods, the total number of generated actions, total net profit and time and space complexity. Experiments have been carried out on four datasets retrieved from UCI Machine learning repository. Experimental results show that the proposed work takes less time than the other two methods to extract actions for all datasets. Also, the number of rules required to generate actions are less than the other two methods. Results also suggest that a decrease in execution time does not compromise the information and proposed work generates the same actions and net profit. Moreover, the proposed work tries to transfer an object from undesired status to the desired status.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is a non-trivial process of extracting interesting, understandable and potentially useful hidden patterns in the data [1] . The goal of most data mining systems is to discover predictive or descriptive patterns that satisfy the expected threshold of technical interesting measures like support, confidence and so on. Since these systems do not consider business-related requirements and constraints like profit gain, cost, return on investment etc in the mining process, the discovered patterns are less interested in business people [2] , [3] . In addition, discovered information from data mining methods does not suggest how to use this information for business decision-making. Such information requires extra work by business experts to extract patterns that can be used for direct decision making. Therefore, techniques are needed to guide the business people in analyzing patterns in order to get Actionable Knowledge. Actionable Knowledge The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Emre Koyuncu . Discovery (AKD) is one of the answers to shortcomings of data mining methods. It transforms the knowledge into business-friendly actions that are both concrete and profitable to decision-makers [4] .
Considering an Employee Evaluation system as an example, we can extract two types of useful information from this. First, ''if employee performance is satisfactory or unsatisfactory?'' and second, ''how can we improve the performance of employee if the performance is unsatisfactory?'' In this example, the first question is more like predictive task and can be answered by using traditional data mining techniques, but the second question requires actions to transform the status of an employee to some desirable status which is more actionable and the goal of AKD is to answer such actionable questions.
In the existing literature, various approaches to the discovery of Actionable Knowledge have been discussed. Some of these well-known methods are proposed by Raś and Wieczorkowska [9] , Raś and Tsay [15] , Raś and Tsay [17] , Tsay and Raś [18] , Tsay and Raś [19] , Raś et al. [20] , Yang et al. [12] and OF-CEAMA [32] . Raś et al. have constructed actions from pairs of classification rules. The generated actions suggest that attribute value should be changed to get the desired result but these methods didn't include Stable attributes in the condition part. This problem was solved by TSAY et al. by introducing a tree-like structure for the discovery of actions, which includes both Stable and Flexible attributes. Later, Tuzhilin and Adomavicius [7] argued that the construction of action rules from certain pairs of classification rules in [15] - [21] is expensive and is not desired; also, it does not apply any constraint on the construction of the classification part. In [26] a theoretical approach is proposed to generate actions from a single classification rule to overcome this problem. As the purpose of these methods is to generate actions for increasing the profit of the company but these methods don't consider cost and profit measures while generating actions. So, these measures were incorporated into Yang's method [12] , and OF-CEAMA [32] . These methods have used post-processing of classifier for AKD. These methods first create decision tree from customer profile dataset and then search action by using a leaf-node search algorithm. Leaf-node search algorithm searches through all leaf nodes of the tree in order to search for a leaf node with maximum profit for an object. The path from a root to that leaf node is used as an action to transfer the customer from an undesirable status to a desirable status. Although these methods have achieved an acceptable output, these methods are hit and trial-based and don't focus on optimal extraction of actions and search space reduction. This requires more computation effort. So, here a research question arises that how to reduce computation efforts with same/improved results without loss of any information and net profit in less time.
The aim of this work is to propose a method, exploiting the benefits of Domain-Driven Data mining and Actionable Knowledge Discovery, which reduces the search space for attribute value change in order to increase the chances of the customer to be in the desired class. It reduces computation effort with same/improved results without loss of any information and net profit in less time. The performance of the proposed method is compared to Yang's method [12] and OF-CEAMA [32] on four UCI Machine Learning Repository datasets.
II. BACKGROUND

DOMAIN-DRIVEN DATA MINING (D 3 M)
It is a problem-solving method for the discovery of Actionable Knowledge in complex domain problems. It defines methodologies and techniques over data-centered frameworks to integrate the domain knowledge, domain-related social factors, real-time human interaction, and businessspecific deliverable to support the decision making in Knowledge Discovery from Data (KDD) process. One of the major goals of D 3 M is to identify how KDD can be improved to solve the complex domain problems in practice and theory; it also finds domain-driven methods in order to aid KDD in strengthening business related intelligence in complex business systems.
1) ACTIONABLE KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY (AKD)
Actionable Knowledge reflects business needs and end-user preferences and helps business people in direct decision making. It is discovered through AKD, which is a closed-loop and recursive process, where refinements are feed-forwarded to understand data, roles, resources, and consumption of relevant intelligence [3] . AKD uses ''Two-way Significance'' framework. This framework measures actionability from both technical and business perspectives. It synthesizes business expectations and technical significance in justified pattern interestingness [3] .
Further technical and business interestingness measures are divided into Subjective and Objective measure, thus creating four categories of interestingness measurement i.e. Objective Technical Interestingness, Subjective Technical Interestingness, Objective Business Interestingness, and Subjective Business Interestingness. Objective Technical Interestingness shows the statistical significance of action like Support, Confidence, and Lift of a rule. Subjective Technical Interestingness measures the expectedness of patterns in a probabilistic manner like probability-based 'belief'. Objective Business Interestingness defines the extent to which results satisfy business and user needs based on the objective measures like return on investment and profit of stock price predictor. Subjective Business Interestingness is used to measure the user concerns related to subjective perspectives like psychoanalytic factors. By considering all four interestingness measures, Knowledge Actionability or AKD can be defined as follows:
act(P)
In the above equation, I is a set of items in a database that consists of a set of transactions, x is an itemset in database, techObj() is any objective technical measure, techSubj() is any Subjective technical measure, bizObj() is any objective business measure, bizSub() is any subjective business measure and P is an interesting pattern discovered from database by applying any model. This equation suggests P is an actionable pattern if it satisfies all four interestingness measures.
2) ACTIONABLE KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY APPROACHES
In literature, two main approaches for AKD have been reported i.e. loosely coupled framework and tightly coupled framework. In a loosely coupled framework shown in Figure 1 , traditional data mining methods are used to extract patterns and then those patterns are filtered further by defining actionability as an interesting measure [5] , [6] . In a tightly coupled framework shown in Figure 2 , a new type of patterns also called actions are extracted from datasets [7] , [8] . 
3) ACTIONABLE RULES
Actionability is an important subjective interestingness measure, it helps users to take actions on discovered knowledge.According to this measure, a pattern is interesting or actionable if the user can do something about it to his or her advantage [46] . An actionable rule is a pattern that satisfy the actionability measure. An actionable rule extracted from dataset describes the possible change of object from one class to another with respect to the decision attribute of the dataset. Basically, actions suggest how and which attribute values can be changed in order to achieve maximum profit in the corresponding domain. For action rule generation, attributes of the dataset are divided into two groups known as Flexible attributes and Stable attributes. Flexible attributes are those for which values can be changed like interest rate, service level, whereas Stable attributes are those which have fixed values like gender, age. There must be one or more Flexible attributes in the dataset for extracting actionable rules.
Assume a dataset S = {A ∪ B ∪ D} where A are Stable attribute, {B ∪ D} are Flexible attributes and D is decision attribute. Also assume {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } ⊆ A, {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n } ⊆ B and {d 1 , d 2 } ⊆ D.The following is an example action rule if user desires the decision attribute value to change from d 1 to d 2 :
The above action rule r 1 means that, if the attribute A changes its value from a 1 to a 2 and the attribute B remains unchanged i.e. b 1 , then the attribute D is expected to change from d 1 to d 2 .
Action mining is a process of extracting actions from the dataset that satisfy some technical as well as subjective interestingness measures. The action mining methods can be categorized on the basis of the generality of discovered actions. Generality is referred to as on how many objects an action can be applied, based on this definition there are two categories of action mining methods. The first category covers those actions which can be applied on multiple groups of objects called action rules [9] - [11] and the second category finds separate action for each object [12] - [14] . Among these, the second category discovers the best actions.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
Many studies have been conducted in the field of Knowledge Discovery. Several Data Mining techniques such as Decision Trees, Support Vector Machine, Bayesian Network, Nearest Neighbor, Clustering, Association Rules, and Neural Networks have achieved impressive results in many business applications but they just produce results by following the Data Centered Knowledge Discovery mechanism [1] . Unlike Data-Driven Knowledge Discovery, D 3 M is more concerned with customers and provide service to organizations. Several patterns are mined that are novel to the organization and actionable patterns are recommended to increase profit of company [3] .
The concept of action rule was first suggested by Raś and Wieczorkowska et al. in [9] . They defined the actionability in terms of Flexible and Stable attributes. Each action is triggered whenever there is a change in the Flexible attribute. Their approach has suggested that what value an attribute should take to get some desired result. Later, Raśand Tsay [15] proposed the concept of extended action rules, an improvement over a classical action rule. In this approach, the constraint is placed on values of classification attribute, present in any one of these rules. But, still, extended action rules do not include the values of common Stable attributes listed in rules from which they are constructed. This problem is solved by Raś and Tsay et al. [16] by proposing E-Action Rules. E-Action Rules include Flexible as well as Stable attributes in the condition part of the rule. The process of E-Action rule mining is presented in [17] .
DEAR2 is a method proposed by Tsay and Raś [18] as an addition to [19] , this uses a tree-like structure to create the equivalence classes of a set of rules based on the decision value. It iteratively creates the nodes of a tree on the basis of the domain of Flexible attributes and at the leaf node actions are generated. Raś et al. [20] have also used tree-based structure to use classification rules and condition feature to extract actionable rules. TSAY argues that the approaches presented in [9] , [15] - [18] assume that the data is nominal or symbolic and is complete but in reality, values for some objects can be missing or incorrect. To handle such type of incomplete data Tsay and Raś [21] presented system DEAR3. It has two phases i.e. one is Classification Rule Generation and second is Generate E-Action Rules. In the first phase, missing values are replaced through the roulette-wheel technique after that partition tree is constructed and support. At last inclusion relation and termination, conditions are evaluated. This phase outputs the classification rules. The second phase generates the E-Action rules from the classification rules by following the approach of [20] . Support and confidence measures are used to evaluate the applicability of action rules. In a paper by Tzacheva and Raś [22] , a distributed autonomous information system is assumed. They proposed that if action rules extracted at the local site cannot be implemented in practice it is possible to extract action rules from a remote site. Zhao et al. [23] introduce the notion of cost an action rule. They proposed a heuristic strategy for extracting feasible action rules of low cost and high confidence. An improvement in the cost of action rule is proposed by Dardzińska and Raś [31] , it generalizes the rule to maintain the support measure. Authors in [47] - [51] have discussed how actionable knowledge can be used in recommender system, reduced hospital readmission customer attrition and social networks.
Action rules presented in [15] - [21] are generated from pairs of classification rules. Tuzhilin et al. [7] argue that the construction of action rules from certain pairs of classification rules is expensive and is not desired; also, it does not apply any constraint on the construction of the classification part. In [25] , it has been discussed theoretically that single classification rules can help to achieve the same goal in less time. In [26] a very simple LERS based ARAS algorithm for construction of action rules from a single classification rule is proposed. Wasyluk and Raś [27] has used the algorithm proposed in [26] to solve diagnostic problems in clinical medicine.
In the literature, different approaches are being followed for Actionable Knowledge Discovery (AKD). In one approach authors have considered business and technical interestingness measures to extract the actionable patterns from dataset such as in [22] A. Tzacheva et al. have worked on the effective objective technical interestingness metrics t0() to capture the structure and statistical significance of a pattern while Zhao et al. [23] have used subjective technical measures (ts) that recognizes the extent to which a pattern satisfy user preferences such as probability-based methods can be used to measure the confidence of rules defined by the user. There is very limited work on business interesting measures like profit mining. To exploit the benefits of technical and business interesting measures for AKD, four actionable knowledge discovery frameworks are proposed: Post analysis-based AKD, Combined-Mining-based AKD, Unified-Interestingness-based AKD, and Multisource Combined-Mining-based AKD (MSCM-AKD) by [24] . All these frameworks use business and technical interestingness measures along with Metadata and domain knowledge of an organization. A case study is explained in this paper to demonstrate the flexibility and generality of the proposed framework.
Another very common approach in literature for AKD is post-processing of classifiers like a Decision Tree and Association Rules. In [7] actions are discovered by following three steps. First, an action tree is built for the given application domain then data mining queries for actionable patterns are assigned to each node of the tree and in the last step, whole action tree is traversed to execute all data mining queries for the discovery of actionable patterns. Yang et al. [12] discussed the techniques for post-processing Decision Trees to gain the maximum net profit. They also studied how to re-classify customers from undesired target class to desired one through actions. More importantly, each action was associated with cost explicitly in maximizing expected net profit.
Subramani and Balasubramaniam [28] described the concept of Actionable Multiple Decision Trees (AMDT) that builds multiple Decision Trees by partitioning and resampling data and C4.5 classification algorithms is used to build a single decision tree for each resampled data set. The output of the tree algorithm is input to post-processing algorithms which generate the action based on probability estimation of the classification from all the trees and at the end combine most actionable patterns. An improvement over this method has been proposed by Subramani et al. [29] . In which a new technique for the construction of Decision Trees in order to get accurate and robust actionable patterns has been described. This technique is Reordering based Diversified Actionable Decision Trees (RDADT) in which multiple reordered based Decision Trees are built from a dataset with the condition that each tree is diversified and unique and doesn't contain overlapped attribute. In this way, a noisy attribute affects only one tree and it doesn't propagate the effect to other trees. Then each tree is used to extract the actionable patterns in a similar way that [12] has proposed.
Vijay and Satyanarayana [30] have proposed a generic Actionable Association Rule (AAR) model namely Multisource Combined-Mining-based AAR (MSCM-AAR) in which association rules are used to extract actions for debt prevention from social security data. Yang and Cheng [8] described an approach to use 'role models' for generating plans. Case bases are being built by cases of role models which are used for customer advice preparation. Whenever a new customer wants to seek advice, the nearest neighbor algorithm is called to extract a highly probable and costefficient plan for swapping customer to the most desirable role model. This approach may miss better low-cost actions because the actions are generated only on the basis of the Nearest Neighbor.
Dardzińska and Raś et al. [31] described an inductive discovery of rules from the dataset. Unlike other works the author has not used any classifier but has extracted rules from scratch by considering support and confidence measures. It has also provided a guarantee for verifying correctness and completeness of discovered actionable rules.
Fuzzy set theory has also been incorporated for the discovery of actionable patterns by Kalanat et al. [14] and Kalanat and Minaei-Bidgoli [32] . In [14] fuzzy costeffective action mining algorithm(F-CEAMA) is proposed to overcome the problems of imprecise net-profit calculation and avoidance of continuous attributes in previous work. F-CEAMA uses the Fuzzy Decision Tree (FDT) to find actions that increase the probability of desired output and decrease the probability of undesired one. Although this algorithm considers fuzziness in the cost of action and maximizing net profit, it doesn't consider the flexibility of attribute and thus avoid the practical applicability. This problem is handled in [32] by dividing attributes into Flexible and Stable attributes.
In a paper by Kalanat and Minaei-Bidgoli [32] and Raś and Gupta [33] object-driven approach for action rule discovery is introduced. Object-driven action rules are derived from the temporal attribute's series of objects. Authors have applied this method on hypernasality data, where patients are represented as objects. Further, in [34] , a hybrid Hierarchical object-driven action rule discovery approach is presented. It combines the elements from classical action rule mining and object-driven action rule extraction. This approach is based on four steps. In the first step, all possible transitions of decision attribute are identified. In the second step, for every subsystem action rule are extracted with respect to transition extracted from the first step. In the third step, a similarity matrix is being built between each pair of objects. Finally, a hierarchy of clusters based on the similarity matrix is constructed in the form of the dendrogram.
Distributed frameworks have provided much support in the processing of data on the iterative algorithm in less time. Tzacheva in her paper [35] has discussed how we can discover action rules by using Hadoop MapReduce distributed framework. They have used ARoGS and LERS [36] algorithms. In first method LERS algorithm is used to generate the action rules in Mapper then in Reducer, Random Forest learning method is used to produce a single set of action rules. In second method action rules are generated through AAR [37] . At last, results from both methods are compared. Tzacheva et al. [38] proposed an update to [35] , in this work authors, have proposed an approach SARGS to generate specific action rules using Apache Spark framework.
Actionable Knowledge Discovery is one of the answers to shortcomings of Data-Driven Knowledge Discovery. It considers business-related measures and domain knowledge to support decision making. The idea of AKD is to extract actions from datasets that describe the possible change of an object from one class to another with respect to the decision attribute of the dataset. In literature, various methods have been introduced for Actionable Knowledge Discovery. Some methods perform post-processing on the results of the classification model for the discovery of actions while other methods extract actions directly from the dataset. Those methods which have used post-processing of the classification model are a reference to the proposed method. These methods first extract the rules from classification models and then use domain knowledge in the post-processing phase to extract actions. In post-processing, each object classified in undesired status is transferred to the desired status by changing values of Flexible attributes.
Yang's method [12] , and OF-CEAMA [32] are among other methods that use post-processing of classifier for AKD. These approaches are hit and trial-based and may not focus on the optimal extraction of actions and search space reduction. They take all rules from the classification model to search profitable actions for an object. This requires more computation effort because the idea of AKD is to transfer an object from an undesirable state to a desirable state. To overcome this problem, we propose a method that efficiently extracts the actions by reducing the search space for attribute value change and also incorporates the domain knowledge in the selection of most profitable actions.
IV. METHODOLOGY
This section introduces methods used for the discovery of actions and induction of rules from the decision tree. It also describes how domain knowledge is used in the extraction of actions. Figure 3 presents the workflow, followed for Actionable Knowledge Discovery. The first step is to perform preprocessing on the dataset in order to avoid compatibility issues with other methods. Once the dataset is preprocessed, Domain knowledge and Decision Tree are defined in parallel. The output of these steps is input to the Action Generation method.
A. INTRODUCTION TO USE CASE
Actionable Knowledge Discovery (AKD) is becoming more and more popular in real life domains like Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Crime identification, Business Intelligence, Threat Detection, Medical, etc. In CRM, if the customer is classified as not loyal, the company can get help from AKD methods to suggest actions for those customers and transfer them into the desired status. Business Intelligence can use AKD to filter indicators and suggest improvements to processes with the help of domain knowledge. It can also help in handling network threats by triggering automatic actions whenever there is any threat to the network. In medical, if a patient is classified with any diseases, AKD can suggest to change some symptoms values and try to reclassify in no disease status.
In order to explain the methodology, one use case of HR (Human Resource) is explained in this section. HR dataset is used to classify employees as leave or retain. It checks ''if an employee will leave the company in the future or retain''. Actions for this domain suggest how to retain an employee if he/she is supposed to leave the company. For extracting actions, we need rules from decision tree and domain knowledge. Domain knowledge is defined by domain experts, which includes identification of Flexible and Stable attribute, cost matrix for Flexible attributes and expected profit.
A cost matrix is defined for each Flexible attribute to represent the cost paid by the company for changing one value to another value from the domain of that attribute. The expected profit is the amount the company will earn if the customer is transferred from an undesirable status to a desirable status.
For the experimental purpose, selection of Stable and Flexible attributes from HR dataset is based on the semantics of attribute and is defined in Table 1 . Cost values for cost matrix are selected in the range of units based on the intensity of change of cost. Cost matrix for each Flexible attribute is defined in Table 2 to Table 8 . Expected profit is set to 1000 units. The decision tree is generated by using C4.5 and is presented in the form of rules.
For extracting actions, the proposed method takes domain knowledge and rules with the desired class label from the decision tree and generates actions for each employee that is predicted as ''leave''.
B. PREPROCESSING
In order to make the data compatible with the Decision Tree generation method and action rule generation algorithm, we have performed preprocessing on four UCI datasets. It includes discretization and sampling. Discretization is performed only on continuous attributes of a dataset. Because continuous attributes can take different values and there is an infinite number of possible changes for each of them while transferring an object from an undesirable state to a desirable state. To deal with this we have performed Equal Width Interval Discretization, an unsupervised discretization method [41] . Although this will not provide the specific value of change, this is computationally practical. Sampling is used to handle imbalanced data and to avoid biased results. If the dataset is imbalanced, Simple Random Sampling is performed and an equal number of positive and negative samples is selected.
C. DECISION TREE GENERATION
Decision Tree induction algorithms like ID3 or C4.5 are considered among the popular classification methods. A decision tree is built from the set of attributes of a dataset. Decision Trees are easy to convert into rules for a clear representation of the path from the root to classification, this makes easy to obtain characteristics of an object belonging to the certain class. We need the output of the decision tree as an input to Action Generation algorithm.
C4.5 Decision Tree generation method is an improvement of ID3. It has built-in pruning mechanism and handling with continuous attributes [42] . Therefore, this work has used C4.5 in order to extract the Decision Tree for Action Rule Generation method. The inducted Decision Tree is converted into rules and rules with undesired class label are pruned out. Since the number of rules is now reduced, the Action Generation method which takes these rules as an input will take less time to generate actions for an object, which ultimately decrease the computation time. So, the output from this step contains pruned classification rules along with the probability of classification, which is the calculation of frequencies at the leaf nodes [43] . It is calculated by:
where P is the probability of class c, n r is the number of instances covered by rule r,n c r is number of instances covered by r and belong to class c.
D. DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE
Discovery of Actionable Knowledge requires domain-related data along with decision rules. This data can only be determined by domain experts. Domain knowledge requires the selection of Flexible and Stable attributes, cost matrix for Flexible attributes and expected profit. The first step in acquiring domain knowledge is the selection of Flexible attributes. These attributes are useful for transferring an object from undesirable to a desirable state.
In the second step, the cost matrix is defined for each Flexible attribute to represent the cost paid by the company for changing one value to another value from the domain of an attribute. For Stable attributes, where values cannot be changed with the reasonable cost such as age and address, a very large constant cost is assigned.
The last step is to define the expected profit and net profit calculation function. The expected profit is the amount the company will earn if the customer is transferred from an undesirable status to a desirable status. Net profit calculation function will calculate the total profit of an action set if we apply it on an object to transfer the state. Based on a domainspecific cost matrix for actions, we define the net profit of an action to be as follows:
where P net denotes the net profit the company will earn, if object is classified in desired status, P e denotes the total/expected profit of the customer in the desired status, P gain denotes the probability gain (difference of probability in undesired class from probability in desired class), and Cost i denotes the cost of each action involved. Each action is composed of one or more stable and flexible attribute. The cost can negatively affect the P net if the attributes in action are correlated. So a correlation test is performed in order to ensure that the attributes are independent. Correlation matrix for German, Australian credit, Adult Earning and HR datasets are shown in Figure 4 , Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. 
E. ACTION RULE GENERATION
In this section, we propose an Action Rule Generation algorithm which extracts the actions for objects, classified in undesirable status. Given decision rules and domain knowledge as input, the proposed algorithm searches for the most profitable action set for each object. to leaf L, V R is the set of attributes appearing on the path leading to L, P e is expected profit, P gain is probability gain and cost is cost of changing attribute value defined in domain knowledge. For generating actions, the Action Rule Generation algorithm takes the set of decision rules with desired classification class, domain knowledge and an object (classified in undesired status) as input. Then for each rule, the values of attributes in the condition part are compared with values of matching attributes of the given object. If the attribute is Flexible and values are not same in rule and object, the cost is calculated from the cost matrix of that Flexible attribute otherwise no cost is assigned. If the attribute is Stable and values are not same in rule and object, a sufficiently high cost is assigned so that such rule will not be chosen for construction of an action rule otherwise no cost. After all attributes from condition part of a rule are checked, Net profit of that rule is calculated. This process is repeated for all rules. Once all rules are checked, the rule with maximum net profit is selected as an action for the given object . A hypothetical example is shown in Figure 5 to understand the Action Rule Generation method. It is a simplified customer decision tree built from the customer profile. There are three leaf nodes (A, B, and C) in the tree each with a probability of a customer being in ''loyal'' status. The probability of being in Not Loyal status is 1-this probability. The leaf nodes with ''Not Loyal'' status is pruned out in order to avoid extra computation. For example, we have a customer whose record has following state: service level = L (low), Interest rate = H (high) and gender = F (female) and is categorized as not Loyal (NL) with the probability of 0.8 (0.2 for loyalty). The algorithm will search through the decision tree in Figure 9 to find the action with maximum profit in order to change the customer status from not loyal to loyal. Let the expected profit be 10 units and the cost of changing Stable attributes is 100 units. Cost matrix for Flexible attribute Service level is shown in Table 9 and for Rate in Table 10 . For Leaf node C:
It is obvious that the leaf node C has a maximum net profit of 3 units for the customer, so the suggested action by the algorithm would be to change the service level from low (L) to high (H) in order to change customer status from ''Not Loyal'' to ''Loyal'' and get the profit of 3 units.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed work, we have compared results with previous approaches of OF-CEAMA and Yang's method on the basis of four parameters i.e. the total number of rules required for action generation, run time of methods, the total number of generated actions and total net profit and effectiveness in terms of time complexity and space complexity. Experiments have been carried out on four datasets retrieved from UCI Machine learning repository. Datasets used in our experiments are listed in Table 11 . These datasets are selected because they have binary decision class and they are used in previous methods. Also, actions are useful for these domains and they have sufficient records.Attributes of these datasets are independent and don't exhibit any correlation. German and Australian credit datasets are used to classify customers for credit applications, ''it checks if a customer's credit application should be approved or not''. German credit approval dataset is imbalanced. Out of 1000 samples in the original dataset, 300 records cover positive class and 700 belongs to a negative class, so simple random sampling is performed to select an equal number of positive and negative samples, 300 samples from each class. Adult Earning dataset is based on a person's income, it checks ''if a person earns greater than $50 or less than $50 per month''. Due to the high imbalance nature of this dataset, simple random sampling is performed on this dataset too. HR dataset is used to classify employees, it checks ''if an employee will leave the company in the future or retain''. Australian and HR datasets are used in their real form. All datasets have a binary decision attribute which is referred to as positive and negative. In our experiments, Pe is set to 1000 units. Flexible attributes and their cost matrixes for German and Australian credit approval datasets are identified with the help of domain experts and for HR and Adult earning, they are constructed based on the semantics of attribute in the real domain. Cost values for all Flexible attributes are selected in the range of [1-100] units based on the intensity of change of cost. The proposed method and the other two mentioned methods are implemented using C#. Experimental results are shown in Table 12 to Table 15 . Table 12 compares the proposed method with OF-CEAMA and Yang's method on the basis of a number of leaf nodes or rules passed as an input to the Action Rule Generation algorithm. It shows that the number of rules required by the proposed work to generate actions is less than the other two methods for all datasets. As we can see in Table 12 for generating actions of German Credit Approval, the proposed work requires 54 rules while other methods need 78 rules. Also, for all other three datasets i.e. Australian, Adult Earning and HR, the number of rules required by the proposed work are 73, 156, 164 respectively and for other methods, the number of rules is 277, 200,402. Reason for the difference in the number of rules required for action generation method is that the proposed work is pruning the rules in Decision Tree and remaining rules are only with the positive class. As the main idea behind action generation is to transfer the object from the undesired state to the desired state, it is not useful to take rules with negative class. It only creates extra computation, the proof of this is presented in Table 13 in the form of run time comparison of the proposed work with Yang's method and OF-CEAMA. Table 13 shows the run time difference of the proposed work with OF-CEAMA and Yang's method. Time taken by the proposed work is less than the other two methods. For German Credit Approval, the proposed method takes 107 seconds while Yang's method takes 149 and OF-CEAMA takes 151 seconds. Time taken for Australian, Adult Earning and HR by the proposed method are 240, 3882, 410 seconds, which are less than 965, 5820, 1103 seconds taken by Yang's method methods and 1015, 6000, 1200 seconds by OF-CEAMA. The proposed method outperforms the Yang's method and OF-CEAMA for all datasets. This result can also be verified from the bar chart shown in Figure 10 . For each dataset, time is plotted on the y-axis. Blue color represents the time taken by the proposed work while green is for Yang's method and red for OF-CEAMA. As it is evident from the chart, the time taken by the proposed work is much less than that of OF-CEAMA and Yang's method.
In terms of time complexity, all three methods have quadratic i-e O(n 2 ) time complexity but the run time difference shown in Table 13 justify the fact that ''n'' for the proposed method will be less than that of Yang's method and OF-CEAMA. Further, Space complexity of all three methods is in Linear Space but as there are more number of rules to process for Yang's method and OF-CEAMA the space will be increased linearly.
Furthermore, the decision of taking the rules with positive class only is supported by results shown in Table 14 and Table 15 , which compares the number of actions and a total net profit of actions generated by the proposed work with Yang's method and OF-CEAMA. Except for HR, for all the other three datasets, the number of generated actions and total net profit is the same. The number of actions generated by the proposed work for German Credit Approval dataset is 300 with a net profit of 265040 units, which is similar to OF-CEAMA and Yang's method. It suggests that there is no loss of any profit and meaningful actions even in less computation time. For HR dataset the number of generated actions by the proposed work is 232, but there are 5 more actions in OF-CEAMA and Yang's method i.e. 237. OF-CEAMA and Yang's method have also more net profit of 186380 than the proposed work, which has a net profit of 184520 units. The reason is that there are five objects for which no action with positive profit is generated by the proposed work, while the OF-CEAMA and Yang's method is generating action with positive profit. But the generated actions are not transferring those objects into the desired status because the selected actions have the negative class label. It means, if we include all rules (both undesired and desired classification) for generating actions, the generated action may or may not transfer an object to positive or desired status although it has maximum profit.
VI. CONCLUSION
Actionable Knowledge Discovery (AKD) is a very useful and interesting concept in the Knowledge Discovery process. The extracted actions from this process help decision-makers to take effective measures. Although very nice methods of Yang's [12] and OF-CEAMA [32] have been seen in the literature for AKD, they take all leaf nodes from the Decision Tree to search actions for an object. This creates extra computation efforts because the idea of AKD is to transfer an object from an undesirable state to a desirable state, so it is not required to check negative class leaf nodes for actions. In this work, C4.5 algorithm is modified, which outputs only those leaf nodes having a positive class label. The modified C4.5 method supports Action Generation method to reduce the search space and generate actions efficiently in terms of computation. Domain Knowledge and output of the Decision Tree are used in the Action Generation method to find profitable actions for objects.
For experimental evaluation of the proposed work, four UCI machine learning datasets are used. The proposed work is compared with OF-CEAMA and Yang's method. Experimental results show that the proposed work takes 1160 seconds on average to extract actions for all datasets, while Yang's method takes 2010 and OF-CEAMA takes 2091 seconds on average. Results also verify that the number of actions and net profit generated by the proposed work remains the same for all datasets.
FUTURE WORK
The trends of big data have made the systems more efficient. So, to make action generation method more useful and reliable it can be implemented through distributed framework, where it can learn from huge historical data and helps in accurate action generation and decision making.
Further, we plan to test this method with more real-time data from banks of Pakistan or any relevant organization's dataset to improve scalability and feasibility. This will help to measure practical applicability of method and improvements in existing systems. Also, actions can be useful to any domain so it is required to apply this method in other domains like medical and cyber security.
